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Theory of Mossbauer line broadening due to Diffusion

K. Schroeder, D. Wolf* and P.H. Dederichs

Institut fur Feskorperforschung, Kernforschungsanlage Jiilich, 5170 Jiilich,
W-Germany
^Materials Science Division, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, 111. 6o!*39, USA

We have calculated the line broadening of the Mossbauer line due to
diffusion of Mossbauer atoms via single vacancies. We take into account
the perturbation of vacancy jumps ^n 'the neighbourhood of an impurity
Mossbauer atom (e.g. Fe in Al) using the 5-frequency model. The ani-
sotropy of the line width is given by the Fourier transform of the
final distribution of a Mossbauer atom after an encounter vith a
vacancy. This distribution is calculated by Monte Carlo computer
simulation .

I. DIFFUSIONAL BROADENING OF THE MOSSBAUER LINE
*

Singwi and Sjolander /1/ have shown that the emission probability of Y rays
with energy h(<i)+wo) (with hw0 the energy difference between the excited nuclear
state and the ground state) and wave vector k by a diffusing Mossbauer atom (MBA)
can be expressed in terms of the diffusional part of the self-correlation function,
GjjQ^.t), for the MBA:

0e(k>ai) = fy Re (2n)~
1_7dt erpUwt-rJtl/a&Jg exp(ikR-) G^R^.t) (1)

Here ro is the natural linewidth of the excited state of the MSssbauer nucleus, and
fv is the Debye Waller factor which describes the reduction of the intensity due to
vibrations of the MBA. The sum is over all equilibrium sites of the MBA on a discrete
lattice. Expression (1) is correct if any influence of the fluctuating environment
on the nuclear transition like the change of the isomer shift or quadrupole splitting
due to approaching vacancies can be neglected. If one has to take into account such
influences a much more complicated theory along the lines of Blume and Tyon /2/ and
Dattagupta /3/ has to be employed.

II. ENCOUNTER MODEL FOR DIFFUSION VIA VACANCIES

Substitutions impurities in netals such as Fe in Al diffuse via the vacancy
mecha&ism A/. Since the thermal vacancy concentration is small in metals (for Al
ev<10~3 at the melting temperature) the motion of the MBA takes place via successive-
ly approaching vacancies each making a few jumps with the MBA without interference
by other vacancies. Thus the complicated many body problem of the motion of an atom
can be approximated by a two body problem (the MBA and one vacancy) /5/. This so
called "encounter model" /6/ has previously been applied to the case of selfdiffu-
sion. HMR relaxation times /6,7/, Mossbauer line broadening /5»°7, and quasielastic
neutron scattering cross sections /9/ have been calculated. For impurity diffusion
the perturbation of the vacancy jump frequencies in the neighborhood of a MBA has to
l>e taken into account which can change the efficiency of an encounter for the MBA
'transport appreciably as has, e.g., beet



The essential features of the encounter model are as follows /5/: From a hierar-
chy of many particle correlation functions describing the diffusion of an atom via
many vacancies a differential equation for the self correlation function of the
Mossbauer atom alone can be deduced which for t > 0 reads

ft n fff GD (2)

The effective jump frequency matrix A _- contains all information about the
final distribution of the MBA after an encounter with a vacancy. In eq. (2) we have
neglected any memory effect due to the finite duration of an encounter; i.e. we have
assumed that a MBA is instantaneously tranferred from its initial site to the final
site after an encounter. With this approximation we can only describe the slowest
relaxation process lue to long range migration of the MBA.

The encounter model allows to retain the dynamics during an encounter /5/which
leads to a time dependent effective jump frequency matrix. This more general approach
yields a change of the intensity of the Mossbauer line due to the fast correlated
motion of the vacancy - MBA - pair as has been shown for a simple model by Krivo-
glaz ani Repetsky /13/. The dynamic approach is essential if one wants to describe
the influence of hyperfine interactions on the Mossbauer transition /11/.

Given A f f the self correlation function can be calculated from eg. (2) lay
Fourier transformation yielding a Lorentzian line:

2r(k) = ro/*+2Aeff(k) (3)

The additional line width due to diffusion is given by the Fourier transform of the
effective jump frequency matrix for the MBA w^ich can be written in the following
form /8.11/

Xeff(k) = i-S exp(ik #

Here w., M is the exchange frequency of a vacancy with the MBA; z. the coordination
number or the lattice; C^JJ is the perturbed vacancy concentration on a nearest neigh-
bo site of the MBA; z e n c = (1-Pjj)"

1 is the mean number of jumps of a MBA during an
encounter with a vacancy with p~ the return probability of a vacancy from a nea-
rest neighbor site to the site of the MBA; and Wenc(SS-]RS) is the probability that
as a result of all jumps during an encounter the MBA has been displaced from R_— to
R7. In eq. (h) we have indicated the implicit dependence on the perturbed jump fre-
quencies w^ of z e n c and W (RE). Since we are assuming that the MBA moves by nea-
rest neighbor jumps with vacancies fteff(k) is proportional to the exchange frequency
vy-jj and to the nearest neighbor vacancy concentration

III. FIVE FREQUENCY MODEL

Impurity effects in fee crystals are usually modelled with the so-called five
frequency model /12/ which takes into account nearest neighbor interaction of a va-
cancy impurity pair. In the following we use the notation for the vacancy jump fre-
quencies according to Le Claire /12/. We have calculated the encounter parameters
sene a n d Wenc u si n6 a modified version of the Monte Carlo program by Wolf and
Difrert /15/. The program can also be used to calculate NMR-relaxation times for
impurity spins.

In 2able 1 the results for some values of the jump frequencies are listed
and Fig. 1 shows the final impurity distribution W e n c. As expected ve find the
following features.

The encounter parameters are most sensitive to the ratios w^wg and W2/W3, of
v,, the frequency 6f vacancy jumps within the nearest neighbor shell and of the



Table 1

Ho v,-.<

Parameters for Encounters in fee crystals

fimp ene

1
2
3
It
5

1
a
a

10a
15a
0.1a

2
a
a 0
a 0
a 0

0.1a

3
a
• 01a ;
.1a
.1a

a

h
1
1
1
0.02
1

1: Final distribution of Mossbauer
atom after encounter with vacancy We____ _

vs. (RS) . Note the logarithmic""*
scale. The model numbers refer to Table 1.

Thus the correlation factor

n=0 (111) 200 211 220 310 5^(222)
0.7815 1.3UU7 8178 7083 365 1U9 62 8 124
0.5357 33.357 1600 1233 500 U33 275 229 61UOO
0.9051 U.119 3U00 36OO 1300 65U 383 279 18600
0.9302 2.U51 3700 U833 1133 629 350 171 7500
0.9529 1.0J* 2200 8075 83 17 0 0 0

exchange frequency vacancy-MBA, w ?,
respectively.to the escape frequency from
the first neighbor shell, W3. These
frequencies are in direct competition
and they determine how often the MBA
exchanges sites with the vacancy.
There is a minor dependence on the
ratio wjj/w of the association fre<j;en-
cy wlf to the ideal j'jmp frequency w o

which determines the return probabili-
ty of a vacancy to the nearest neigh-
bor shell. W and z g n c are indepen-
dent of the fourth ratio w^/wg and
thus also of the parameter a of Table
1. From the principle of detailed ba-
lance one can show that the equlibri-
um concentration of vacancies, CJJJJ,
and thus the absolute value of the
line broadening are proportional to

For self diffusion (model 1, all
w-=wo) and for models with (wi,W2)«
Wo (model 5) the MBA distribution is
very narrow, i.e. more than 95$ of
all MBA end up within the 2nd neigh-
bor shell of the initial site because
the return probability p R is small,

is close to unity in accordance with earlier resultsimp
/10/. If Wg and/or w.. are larger than w, (models 2,3,^) MBA distribution becomes
wider.because the return probability p R increases. For model 3, e.g., less than 5555
of the impurity atoms end up within the 2nd neighbor shell.

In Fig. 2 we have plotted the angular dependence of the diffusional line broa-
dening for values characterizing ->7pe (k = 72.977 (nm)~

1) in an Al single crystal at
923 K (a=0.41265 nm). As can be seen narrow distributions W g n c lead to highly struc-

g n c

tured line widths, for wider distributions the structure becomes less pronounced.

The persisting structure can be explained using the reciprocal lattice plot,
Fig. 3, with the Ewald sphere of radius kF .vof the "Fe Mossbauer line. For dif-
fusion on a discrete lattice the line width Ae;ff(k) is a periodic function of k.
This means that X ff(k_) tends to zero close to every reciprocal lattice point /15/:

A* ff(k) = DFe(k.-K) for k -*• IC, Fig. 2 shows that the minima of ^ e f f(k) can all be re-
lated to directions where the Ewald sphere comes close to a reciprocal lattice point
of Al. This is particularly true for the <22U> direction which shows the most pro-
nounced minimum for all models. This opens the possibility to extract the diffusion
constant of 57pe i n Al directly from the Mossbauer measurements.

Recent experiments on Fe in Al single crystals at 923 K /16/ can best be fitted



by model h with a = 10 , suggesting a binding energy of a vacancy-Fe atom pair of
about 0.35 eV. On the other hand, results on Fe in Cu single crystals /1T/ have been
fitted with the self diffusion model 1.

reciprocal lattice for At (fee) (T10) plane

0
<001>

20 40 80 '«0 20 0
I I I I

<210> (100>

2: Relative anisptropy of Mossbauer
line width for Fe in Al single crystal
vs. emission angle. Models are indicated
by the same line symbols as in Fig. 1
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Fig. 3: Ewald sphere for k vector of Fe-
Mcssbauer line-in Al reciprocal lattice.
Whenever the sphere is close to a
reciprocal lattice point a minimum of the
width is expected (see Fig. 2)
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